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ABSTRACT
Next-generation supercomputers are expected to have more
components and, at the same time, consume several times less
energy per operation. Consequently, the number of soft errors
is expected to increase dramatically in the coming years. In
this respect, techniques that leverage certain properties of
iterative HPC applications (such as the smoothness of the
evolution of a particular dataset) can be used to detect silent
errors at the application level. In this paper, we present a
pointwise detection model with two phases: one involving
the prediction of the next expected value in the time series
for each data point, and another determining a range (i.e.,
normal value interval) surrounding the predicted next-step
value. We show that dataset correlation can be used to detect
corruptions indirectly and limit the size of the data set to
monitor, taking advantage of the underlying physics of the
simulation. Our results show that, using our techniques, we
can detect a large number of corruptions (i.e., above 90% in
some cases) with 84% memory overhead, and 13.75% extra
computation time.
Index Terms—Fault Tolerance, Resilience, High-Performance
Computing, Silent Data Corruption, Soft Errors, Time Series

1.

INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing (HPC) is changing the way
scientists make discoveries. Science applications require
ever-larger machines to solve problems with higher accuracy. While future systems promise to provide the power
needed to tackle those science problems, they are also raising new challenges. For example, transistor size and energy
consumption of future systems must be significantly reduced.
Such steps might dramatically impact the soft error rate
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(SER) according to recent studies [4].
Random memory access (RAM) devices have been intensively protected against silent data corruption (SDC) through
error-correcting codes (ECCs) because they have the largest
share of the susceptible surface on high-end computers. Recent studies, however, indicate that ECCs alone cannot correct an important number of DRAM errors [10]. In addition,
not all parts of the system are ECC-protected: in particular,
logic units and registers inside the processing units are usually not protected by ECC but by other methods because of
the space, time, and energy cost that ECC requires in order
to work at low level. Historically, the SER of central processing units was minimized through a technique called radiation
hardening, which consists of increasing the capacitance of
circuit nodes in order to increase the critical charge needed
to change the logic level. Unfortunately, this technique involves increasing either the size or the energy consumption of
the components, which is prohibitively expensive at extreme
scale.
Runtime data analysis can be used to leverage the fact that
some datasets produced by iterative HPC applications (i.e.,
the applications’ state at a particular point in time) evolve
smoothly from one time step to the next. This characteristic
can be used effectively to design a general SDC detection
scheme with relatively low overhead. In particular, we will
show that an interval of normal values for the evolution of
the datasets can be predicted, such that any corruption will
push the corrupted data point outside the expected interval
of normal values, and it will, therefore, become an outlier.
Previous work in this area have tried to solve the SDC
problem using different strategies. Namely: by hardwarelevel detection [11], process replication [7], algorithm-based
fault tolerance (ABFT) [9], and approximate computing [3].
These techniques, however, are either too expensive resourcewise, such as hardware-level detection (energy intensive) or
process replication (2x or 3x in extra resources), or not
general enough, such as ABFT or approximate computing
(algorithms need to be adapted manually and only a subset
of the kernels can be protected).
In our previous work [5, 2, 6], we showed the feasibility
of using data analysis with simple and lightweight linear
predictors to detect SDC efficiently. In [6] we used error-

feedback control to improve prediction recall (See Equation
(2) for a definition of recall), and a technique called even
sampling to reduce memory overhead.
In this paper, we introduce a new detection model based
on the user-expected accuracy and past prediction errors.
In addition, we perform a comprehensive evaluation during
live executions with two popular DoE applications: Nek5000
and HACC. We also observe that it is viable to detect, using
the underlying physics of the simulation, corruptions in one
dataset by just using another, thus opening the door for
memory saving strategies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present our proposed detector. In Section 3 we present our
evaluation and results. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize
our key findings and future work.

2.

ANOMALY DETECTION

Our pointwise SDC detection model has two phases: the
first phase involves the prediction of the next expected value
in the time series for each data point, while the second
determines a range (i.e., normal value interval) surrounding
the predicted next-step value. Soft errors can be detected
by observing whether a particular value falls outside this
computed range. The range size, or normal value interval,
will play an important role in obtaining high precision and
recall, defined in Equations (1) and (2), respectively. Here
TP, FP, and FN refer to true positives, false positives, and
false negatives, respectively.
precision =

TP
TP + FP

(1)

TP
(2)
TP + FN
The magnitude of the range size depends on the relative location of the predicted value and the user-expected accuracy.
The key notations used to formulate the pointwise detection
recall =

The first predictor, called linear curve fitting (LCF ), uses
the two most recent previous time steps to fit a linear curve,
which is then projected to the next time step in order to
predict the next value in the time series. Equation (4) shows
how this prediction is calculated. ∆(t − 1) is the slope of the
curve (velocity) at time t − 1.
X(t) = ∆(t − 1) + V (t − 1)
= (V (t − 1) − V (t − 2)) + V (t − 1)
= 2V (t − 1) − V (t − 2)

(4)

The acceleration-based predictor (ABP )1 uses the two and
three most recent previous time steps to extract the velocity
(∆(t−1)) and acceleration (∆2 (t−1)) of the data, respectively,
and then combines them to compute the prediction for the
next value in the time series.
X(t) = ∆2 (t − 1) + ∆(t − 1) + V (t − 1)
(5)
= 3V (t − 1) − 3V (t − 2) + V (t − 3).
The autoregressive (AR) and the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models assume that every value in the time
series depends linearly on its previous values. Equation
(6) describes AR, where c is a constant, ϕi are the coefficients of the model, p is the number of coefficients, and
ε(t) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) is the noise at time t. Similarly, Equation
(7) describes ARMA, which adds the moving average part
to AR. The errors ε(t − i) are computed by using the past
prediction errors:
ε(t − i) = V (t − i) − X(t − i)
The coefficients ϕi and θi (we set p = q =4) are computed by
using the first 10 time steps of the simulation by least squares
with the Yule-Walker equations. We assume that no errors
occur during this period; otherwise the coefficients would not
reflect the reality of the application’s data behavior.
p
X
X(t) = c +
ϕi V (t − i) + ε(t)
(6)
i=1

ϕi V (t − i) + ε(t) +

i=1

q
X

θi ε(t − i)

(7)

i=1
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δ Half of the range size
e Prediction error
r User-expected accuracy

Figure 1: Illustration of our one-step prediction
model (at time step t).
model are presented in Figure 1. X(t) is the predicted value
at time step t. The prediction error (denoted by e) is equal
to the difference between the predicted value X(t) and the
real data value (denoted by V (t)) computed at the current
time step. In practice, we find that δ = r + e works well (zero
false positives) when predictions are very good (i.e., e < r).
Here r represents the user-expected accuracy. The real error
e, however, is unknown at runtime, so we approximate it
by using the last-step prediction error (see Equation (3)),
since we have observed that prediction errors at adjacent
time steps exhibit a high degree of autocorrelation.
ê(t) = |V (t − 1) − X(t − 1)|

(3)

EVALUATION

In this section, we present a set of experimental results to
verify the efficacy of our SDC detector in production-level
iterative HPC applications. All our predictors, as well as our
bit-flip fault injector, are already implemented transparently
in the fault tolerance interface (FTI) toolkit [1] to protect
the execution against silent data corruptions.
We evaluate two well-known and widely used DoE HPC
applications: Nek5000 [12] (a CFD kernel), and HACC [8]
(an N-body cosmology application). Nek5000 is a CFD
solver based on the spectral element method. It is also
being used for a large number of applications in diverse fields
such as reactor thermal-hydraulics and biofluids. HACC
(for Hybrid/Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code) is a
cosmology code aimed at understanding the nature of dark
matter and dark energy in the universe.

3.1

Prediction Errors

We characterize the distribution of the prediction errors
under different predictors with the two mentioned iterative
1

It can also be called quadratic curve fitting (QCF).

HPC application traces regarding different variables. The
variables inlcude the position’s coordinates (x) of the particles
in HACC, and the vertical flow and pressure (in a large eddy
simulation) for Nek5000. We performed the prediction at
each time step for each data point, measuring the error by
taking the absolute difference between the real value and
the predicted one: e(t) = |V (t) − X(t)|. Each trace involves
millions of prediction results, which allow us to build a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the prediction
error e, as shown in Figure 2.
1
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velocity(vx,vy,vz), and pressure.
In Figure 3 we inject bit-flips at random particles and/or
data points on particular bit positions on different datasets.
In the case of HACC (single-precision datasets), we set r =
10−6 ; and for Nek5000 (double-precision datasets), we set r =
10−8 . In the figure, vel refers to injection and detection on
the particles’ velocity dataset, and pos+vel refers to injection
on velocity while detecting on position. In the latter case
(Figure 3(b)), we want to explore the idea of leveraging
datasets’ correlation for detection (i.e., having a corruption
in one dataset visible by the other). In the case of HACC,
velocity is used to move a particle to a new position.
Three conclusions can be extracted from these results.
First, if we consider only the corruptions outside the range of
the user-expected accuracy, our method can cover over 90%
of all possible corruptions for HACC (Figure 3(a)). Similarly,
our method can cover 66% of corruptions for Nek5000 (Figure
3(c)).
Second, the performance of our detector depends heavily on
the underlying dataset (Figure 3(b)). We have observed that
position changes are smoother than velocity changes, thus
making the next values for velocity more difficult to predict.
The good news is that leveraging datasets correlations works.
Apart from the savings in memory overhead, these results
indicate that we can achieve a similar recall by monitoring
only position, rather than monitoring both.
Third, we see that our predictors have different results
depending on whether we work with traces or real application runs. The reason for such disparities is that traces do
not represent the totality of the application’s data state and
are used only to construct distributions to help us understand different predictors and parameters. In any case, the
results are indeed similar enough to make us confident in our
experiments using traces.

Figure 2: Cumulative distribution function of prediction errors for different predictors and HPC
datasets.

3.3

The most interesting result from these experiments is that
a relatively simple predictor such as ABP is able to achieve
smaller prediction errors than more complex linear models
such as the well-known AR and ARMA models for the selected HPC applications. In absolute terms, for the HACC
application, up to 90% of the predictions have an error less
than or equal to 10−5 under ABP, whereas only 8% to 56%
of other predictors can reach such low errors. In the case
of Nek5000, the prediction errors (90% of predictions) for
vorticity and pressure are less than or equal to 8×10−9 and
2.8×10−10 , respectively. By comparison, other predictors are
not able to achieve errors below 10−7 . In addition, the AR
and ARMA models require more memory sizes per data point
(since they need to store the coefficients), and a coefficient
learning phase for a number of time steps (in our case 10) in
the training period.

4.

3.2

Detection Results

In the second set of experiments, we test our detector
using traces and real application runs. We choose the ABP
predictor because it has the smallest prediction error, as seen
in Section 3.1. In the case of real application runs, we run
HACC with 512 MPI ranks and around 16 million particles,
protecting the position and velocity variables. Nek5000 is
run with 64 MPI ranks and a grid of 573,440 data points
per rank. Seven variables are protected: position(x,y,z),

Performance Overhead

Our SDC detector (using ABP as predictor) is always below
90% memory overhead, 15% runtime overhead, and has a
0% extra network communication for both applications. By
comparison, 2x-replication will produce an overhead of 100%
in all three dimensions. The overheads for HACC are 84%
extra memory consumption and 13.75% extra computation
time. For Nek5000, the memory overhead is only 9.5%, while
the extra computation time never goes above 1%.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a new model to tackle the problem
of SDC detection using user-expected accuracy and past
prediction errors. We compared a large number of linear
predictors that take advantage of the characteristics of iterative HPC application datasets, and also implemented and
evaluated our detector model with production-level scientific
applications using both traces and real experiments on supercomputers. The detection results are promising. Considering
only the corruptions outside the range of the user-expected
accuracy, our method can cover 90% of all possible corruptions for HACC (single-precision), and over 66% for Nek5000
(double-precision).
We have shown that it is viable to detect corruptions in one
variable (such as velocity) by using another (such as position)
in one of our applications (HACC), taking advantage of the
fact that these variables are interconnected by the underlying
physics of the application. Based on this initial observation,
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Figure 3: Comparing recall for bit-flips injected at random particles and/or data points.
we plan to explore further the use of variable correlation to
reduce the memory requirement of detection while keeping
the detection recall high for all variables.
One limitation of our approach is the number of false
positive (FP) detections. Although the FP rate is always
below 10−4 for HACC, and always below 10−3 for Nek5000,
this is still too high for a production level SDC detection
tool. Consider that the large number of detections involved
(one per data point, with millions of potential points per
application) would produce a positive in every iteration.
There are two ways in which this problem can be solved: (1)
making our predictors more accurate, and (2) by optimizing
the detection range parameter δ to find the optimum value
that would maximaze recall by producing almost zero FP.
We plan to follow these two paths in our future research.
Another limitation is performance overheads (see Section
3.3), especially for applications such as HACC that are memory bound. For such cases, we plan to investigate compression
methods to group close points together in order to reduce
the memory footprint significantly without incurring in a big
reduction in detection recall.
We note that these techniques would only work for iterative
HPC applications. Although such applications are the majority today, especially in the scientific area of computational
physics, other types of applications are becoming important
in the HPC community in areas such as computational biology and statistics. Also, simulations with abrupt variable
changes, like applications involving collisions, may need different types of detectors. For those, much work remains to
be done.
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